Secondary invasion re-redefined: The distinction between invader-facilitated and invader-contingent invasions as subclasses of secondary invasion
In their recent article in Ecology and Evolution, O'Loughlin and Green (2017) set out to (1) redefine the term secondary invasion as the condition "when invader success is contingent on other invaders altering the properties of recipient ecosystems" and (2) propose a framework for accounting for this phenomenon in invasion ecology. We applaud the second objective. However, redefining the term secondary invasion in the very narrow manner they propose is problematic and unfounded. Here, we establish that secondary invasion represents a broad range of phenomena that encompasses invader-facilitated invasions of which the condition described by O'Loughlin and Green, invader-contingent invasions, is a special case. We further demonstrate how recognizing these distinctions and applying these definitions in this manner expands the applicability of the framework they propose for thinking about facilitation in invasion ecology.
O'Loughlin and Green based their definition of secondary invasion on precedence. They reviewed the use of "secondary invasion" based on a literature search for this term in titles, abstracts, or keywords of ecologically oriented scientific publications and stated that "The first usage of the term in a broadly ecological context was by Wicklow, Bennett, and Shotwell (1987) to describe plant-pathogen dynamics in soybeans, where one fungal pathogen could only affect crops already infected by a different fungal pathogen (Wicklow, Bennett, & Shotwell, 1987) ." Based on this precedence, they advocate for "the very narrow use of the term" as "the phenomenon in which invasion success of one exotic species (the secondary invader) is completely contingent on the presence, influence and impact of one or more other exotic species (primary invaders)." Firstly, precedence alone is not sufficient justification for defining scientific nomenclature (e.g., Gould & Vrba, 1982) . Secondly, the approach they took in establishing the precedence of usage was arbitrary as the term secondary invasion has been used by many authors prior to Wicklow, Bennett, and Shotwell (1987) in a variety of ecological contexts. A simple Google Scholar search for published papers that use the terms "ecology" and "secondary invasion" anywhere in the article demonstrates that secondary invasion has been used hundreds of times up to the publication of Wicklow, Bennett, and Shotwell (1987) and in a broader range of ecological contexts than that outlined by O'Loughlin and Green in their table 1. The most common usage up to 1987 aside from that of Wicklow, Bennett, and Shotwell (1987) is its application to successional ecology (e.g., Bormann, 1953; Brown, 1953; Carleton & Maycock, 1978; Faegri, 1937; Humphrey, 1958; Kormondy, 1969; Michelmore, 1939) .
While the usage of this term in disease ecology is certainly legitimate and could be arguably applied to invasion ecology in the manner proposed by O'Loughlin and Green, we suggest that its usage in successional ecology provides a more fitting parallel for its application to invasion ecology because of the broader functionality of the term and range of underlying processes addressed. In the context of successional ecology, secondary invasion has been used in reference to the sequence of arrival of newcomers within and among successional seres. In succession theory, sequential arrival of new,comers is most often not obligatorily facilitated by prior arrivals (sensu Gleason, 1926) , although of course, prior arrivals may alter conditions in ways that do facilitate later arrivals (sensu Clements, 1916) and in some cases, such processes may involve obligatory facilitation (e.g., Turner, 1983) , although this is probably not common (Connell & Slatyer, 1977) . These ideas provide direct parallels to facilitation in invasion ecology as outlined below.
O'Loughlin and Green's Venn diagram in figure 2 and community interaction web in figure 3 layout pathways by which a primary invader may facilitate other invaders by altering components of the recipient ecosystem in ways that benefit the secondary invader or by providing new ecosystem components that directly benefit the secondary invader. This framework is certainly valuable for thinking about how some invaders may facilitate other invaders. However, the processes and value of the framework are by no means limited to the type of obligatory facilitation emphasized by the authors, wherein secondary invasion is "completely contingent" on the primary invader. In fact, the obligatory facilitation that they describe is likely such a rare case of invader-facilitated invasion that applying this framework to only this situation negates the broader value of the ideas proposed. The authors provide many examples of invader-facilitated invasions in describing their framework, but their review generated only two cases that may actually meet the stringent criteria of secondary invaders being obligatorily facilitated by a primary invader (i.e., Grosholz et al., 2000; O'Dowd, Green, & Lake, 2003) . While many invaders may facilitate secondary invasions and invaders that are strong mutualists and ecosystem engineers may in some cases open doors to secondary
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